Tennis Tournament Results
ITA All-American Championship
October 2, 2019 at Tulsa, Calif. (Micheal D. Case Center)

**Singles competition**
Lexi Keberle (North Carolina State) def. Emmanuelle Salas (Florida State University) 4-6, 6-2, 6-0
Carolyn Compana (Wake Forest) def. Victoria Allen (Florida State University) 6-2, 6-0
Thesaporn Naklo (Iowa State) def. Emmanuelle Salas (Florida State University) 6-2, 6-4
Morgan Coppoc (Georgia) def. Victoria Allen (Florida State University) 4-6, 6-4, 6-2
Victoria Allen (Florida State University) def. Tamijean Fumagalli (Air Force) 6-2, 6-4

**Doubles competition**
Emmanuelle Salas/Victoria Allen (Florida State University) def. Fukutoku/Wright (Missouri) 8-1
Emmanuelle Salas/Victoria Allen (Florida State University) def. Frayman/Shvets (Princeton) 8-7 (4-0)
Emmanuelle Salas/Lexi Keberle (North Carolina State) def. Corley/Bridges (Louisiana State University) 8-6
Emmanuelle Salas/Victoria Allen (Florida State University) def. Omirou/Meredith (Wake Forest) 8-3
Nayar/Malinen (Colorado) def. Emmanuelle Salas/Victoria Allen (Florida State University) 8-2

Tournament notes: